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Abstract

The advent of novel robot–assisted composite manufacturing techniques has enabled steering

of fibre paths in the plane of the lamina, leading to the emergence of the so–called variable angle

tow (VAT) composite laminates. These laminates, with spatially varying fiber angle orientations,

provide the designer with the ability to tailor the point–wise stiffness properties of VAT composites

with substantially more efficient structural performance over conventional straight fibre laminates.

As the application of fibre–steered composite laminates has reached an unprecedented scale in

both academia and industry in recent years, a reflection upon the state–of–the–art advancements

in the modelling, design, and analysis of these advanced structures becomes vital for successfully

shaping the future landscape. Motivated by the gap and shortcomings in the available review

works, in the present paper, we first summarize and discuss underlying fibre placement technolo-

gies including tailored fiber placement (TFP), continuous tow shearing (CTS), and automated fibre

placement (AFP). Afterwards, mathematical models of reference fibre path in fibre–steering tech-

nology will be reviewed, followed by a detailed discussion on the manufacturing limitations and

constraints of the AFP process. Then, design considerations in constructing a ply with multiple

courses are elaborated, and key techniques to fill the entire layer with several courses are reviewed.

This review is then followed by an introduction to the continuity and smoothness of fiber paths.

Furthermore, a description on the material and geometric uncertainties is elaborated. Last but not

least, the plate and shell laminate theories, which serve as the fundamental core of the modelling

and design of VAT composite structures, are discussed.

Keywords: Variable angle tow, Lightweight composite structures, Fibre placement technologies,

Modelling and design, Manufacturing constraints, Variable stiffness, Plate and shell laminate

theories.

1. Introduction

Fibre–reinforced composites (FRC) have emerged as lightweight structures with widespread

use in a myriad of engineering applications. World leaders in 2015 signed the Paris Agreement,

aiming to reduce the temperature increase to less than 2oC above pre–industrial levels [1]. To

reach such ambitious goals, countries all over the world will need to strongly reduce CO2 emis-5

sions. The renewable energy technologies, which play a crucial role in a massive reduction of
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List of abbreviations

AFP Automated fibre placement

APDL ANSYS parametric design language

ATL Automated tape laying

ATP Automated tow placement

BC Bézier curve

CAD Computer aided design

CIC Constant in–plane curvature

CLT Classical laminate theory

CTS Continuous tow shearing

CUF Carrera unified formulation

DFPO Direct fiber path optimization

ESL Equivalent–single–layer

FE Finite element

FEA Finite element analysis

FN Fundamental nuclei

FRC Fibre–reinforced composites

FSDT First–order shear deformation theo-

ries

GDQM Generalised differential quadrature

method

GP Geodesic path

HSDT Higher-order shear deformation the-

ory

IGA Isogeometric analysis

LVFO Linear variation of fibre orientation

LWT Layer–wise theory

MCL Minimum cut length

NLVFO Non–linear variation of fibre orien-

tation

NURBS Non–uniform rational B–splines

RBDO Reliability–based design optimiza-

tion

RUC Representative unit cell

TFP Tailored fiber placement

TSDT Third–order shear deformation theory

VAT Variable angle tow

VCQLF Variable curvature quasi–linear

function

VSC Variable–stiffness composite

CO2 emissions, are the largest users of FRC [2]. Furthermore, in the aerospace industry in par-

ticular, where structural reliability, weight and cost are pivotal, the continuous development and

manufacturing of novel structural products is unrelenting. On the other hand, the introduction of

astonishing advances in science and technology has motivated novel means of utilizing FRC, such10

as employing the built–in fiber tailoring competencies in FRC laminates with continuously varying

fiber orientation angles, leading to the so–called variable angle tow (VAT) composite laminates.

This term is also referred to as variable–stiffness composite (VSC) laminates in the literature. The

curvilinear fibre steering capabilities provide the designer with the ability to tailor the point–wise

stiffness properties of VAT composites with enlarged design space.15

In recent years, VAT composite laminates have evolved from a concept formulated by Olmedo

and Gürdal [3] into a proven design technique with sophisticated design frameworks, which incor-

porate manufacturing, modelling, and analyses, for various types of structural elements. Motivated

by the idea of curvilinear fibre–steered composites, curvilinearly stiffened structures have been in-

troduced for the first time by Kapania et al. [4] and gained substantial attention owing to their20

excellent design flexibility [5, 6, 7]. In particular, curvilinear stiffeners have been demonstrated to

be beneficial for cutout reinforcement of thin–walled panels to enhance the strength margins [8].

Hao et al. [9] proposed a novel technique to determine the division of near field and far field,

and then performed the optimization of curvilinear stiffeners in the near field. Most recently, a

novel layout optimization method was proposed for curvilinearly stiffened panels based on deep25
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learning–based models [10]. Nevertheless, for the sake of clarity, the present review work will be

confined to a specific type of VSC laminates with curvilinear fibre–steered composites.

The prevailing fibre placement technologies to manufacture VAT composite laminates are au-

tomated tape laying (ATL), automated fibre placement (AFP), continuous tow shearing (CTS),

and tailored fiber placement (TFP). ATL is used to lay up wide prepreg tape on the surface of a30

mould using a material deposition head while automatically removing the ply backing [11]. The

operation principle of AFP is similar to ATL, however, it uses a band of narrow prepreg slices,

which are collimated on the head and then delivered together. ATL was introduced in the 1970s

and as the technology matured it became the norm in the aeronautic industry for manufacturing

comparatively large components with low curvature, such as the wing skins of an airplane. On the35

contrary, one of the key stimulation behind the advent of AFP, commercially pioneered at the end

of the 1980s, was the demand to lay–up onto complex, highly curved moulds, which required tape

steering, such as the fuselage of an airplane [12, 13]. Nowadays, AFP plays a crucial role in au-

tomated manufacturing of complex aerospace composite components of the new Boeing 787 and

Airbus A350 aircrafts. On the other hand, to tackle the process–induced defects of the fibre steer-40

ing process, such as local fibre wrinkling and tow gaps, using ATL and AFP, Kim et al. [14, 15]

at Bristol University has invented the CTS technique, which relied on in–plane shear deformation

of partially impregnated tow materials. Using the CTS technique not only substantially simplifies

the modelling and design process, but also enhances the quality and performance of VAT compos-

ite laminates. As an alternative manufacturing method, TFP [16, 17, 18], invented at the Leibniz45

Institute of Polymer Research Dresden, is an embroidery–based preform manufacturing process,

which permits a flexible orientation of any fiber roving. This technique is high accurate on roving

deposition, greatly productive, and enables very small radius of curvature (>5 mm). Furthermore,

typical defects in ATL/AFP can be prevented or tailored. In particular, by inducing a slight and

smooth overlap, tow gaps may be prevented whilst in–plane fiber waviness can be controlled by50

adjusting TFP process parameters [19].

Manufacturability constraints are crucial limiting factors that cannot be ignored in the mod-

elling and design of VAT composite laminates, not only to present more realistic and manufac-

turable design, but also to avoid or reduce process–induced defects, such as fiber discontinuities,

breakage, and wrinkling. Several works have investigated the detrimental impacts of those de-55

fects on the structural performance for a range of structural properties including strength, buckling

resistance, fundamental frequency, etc. The destructive effects of overlap/gap presence on the

laminate compression strength of notched and un–notched specimens were assessed experimen-

tally [20]. Local buckling of the slit-tape during the AFP operation has been investigated by

Beakou et al. [21] to determine the minimal steering radius for which no tow wrinkling occurs.60

An experimental work was conducted by Croft et al. [22] to investigate the effect of four principal

defect types, including gap, overlap, half gap/overlap and twisted tow, on tensile, compression,

and in–plane shear strengths. Fig. 1 shows different segments constituting a VAT composite lam-

inated structure along with relevant manufacturing constraints and design considerations. As can

be seen in this figure, minimum cut length (MCL) and minimum steering radius can be defined at65

the Tow and Course level, respectively. On the other hand, ply staggering, a technique to prevent

gaps and overlaps from regularly occurring at the same location, can be imposed at the Laminate

level to prevent excessive thickness build–up or resin rich areas.

In order to accomplish the appropriate understanding and ensure reliability and application of

fibre–steered composite laminates, modeling and analysis are pivotal steps. To establish an accu-70

rate analysis of VAT laminated composites, several theories have been developed and reported in

many literature. The literature survey (see Table 1) shows that the vast majority of the works have
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been established based on the classical laminate theory (CLT) and the first–order shear deforma-

tion theories (FSDT), which both fail to fulfill the interlaminar transverse shear stress continuity

at each interface and to explain the so–called zig–zag effect [23]. In particular, the CLT cannot75

represent properly mechanical behavior of moderately thick to thick laminated composite plates

and shells with curvilinear fibre paths. Alternatively, the recourse to more refined structural mod-

els, such as higher-order shear deformation theories (HSDT) and layer–wise theories (LWT), is

essential. The basis for the improvement and implementation of such higher–order theories can

be sought in the works by Carrera [24, 25, 26], where the so–called Carrera unified formulation80

(CUF) has been presented, which allows whatever refined kinematics for plates and shells to be

implemented quickly and easily with no need of an ad hoc definition of the finite element (FE)

matrices.

Fig. 2a represents a fast growing number of publications and citations in the research field of

modelling, design, analysis, and manufacturing of VAT composite laminates over the last fifteen85

years. As can be seen from Fig. 2a, the total number of publications dramatically increases from

9 in 2005 to 96 in 2019 and the citations on the papers published in 2019 amounts to about 1964.

The geographical distribution of the publications in Fig. 2b shows that the USA and western Eu-

ropean countries are the home of the vast majority of the research activities in this research field

with more than 90% of the published works from these regions. Ghiasi et al. [27, 28] reviewed90

optimization techniques used for constant– and variable–stiffness design of composite laminates.

A review on the buckling, failure and vibrations in laminates reinforced by curvilinear fibres has

been presented by Ribeiro et al. [29]. In addition, Gonzalez Lozano et al. [30] provided a review

of the design for manufacture of VSC, which has emphasized on the manufacturing limitations of

AFP process. Recently, Sabido et al. [31] and Xin et al. [32] presented reviews on the VSC classi-95

fied only based on the several design criteria, which several aspects of the design and modelling,

such as manufacturability, reference fibre path, fundamental theories, etc, have not been discussed

in detail. Motivated by the gap and shortcomings in the available review works, in the present

review, as the first endeavour, underlying fibre placement technologies including TFP, CTS, and

AFP are presented and discussed in detail. Then, mathematical models of reference fibre path100

in fibre–steering technology will be reviewed, followed by providing a discussion on the man-

ufacturing limitations and constraints of the AFP process. Afterwards, design considerations in

constructing a ply with multiple courses are elaborated and key techniques to fill the entire layer

with several courses are reviewed. This review is then followed by an introduction to the con-

tinuity and smoothness of fiber paths. Furthermore, a description on the material and geometric105

uncertainties is elaborated. Last but not least, the plate and shell laminate theories, which establish

the fundamental core of the modelling and design of VAT composite structures, will be discussed.

2. Fibre placement technologies

Up to now, a number of composite structures have been manufactured with a restricted com-

bination of lay–up configurations (quasi–isotropic, unidirectional, etc.) [33]. This panorama is110

altering quickly with the prevalent utilization of automated fibre technologies capable of fabricat-

ing large composite components with high quality, using continuously varying fibre angles. In the

following, the underlying techniques for manufacturing of VAT composite structures are presented

and explained.

2.1. Tailored fiber placement (TFP)115

As shown in Fig. 3, based on the operation principle of TFP, a single continuous fibre roving

can be laid in any directions in a 2–D plane and fixed by a stitching yarn on a flat textile base
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material through a double locked stitch with upper and lower thread in a zigzag stitch pattern.

The continuous roving is guided based on the design direction by rotating the roving pipe and

translation of the base material in two perpendicular directions. TFP is also referred to as dry120

tow placement in literature [34, 11]. TFP has several advantages over AFP and CTS including

the possibility to deposit the fiber roving with small radii, considerable design freedom in terms

of the tow path, outstanding out–of–plane mechanical performance, and higher tow deposition

speed. Figs. 4a and 4b compare the real and ideal tow deformation according to TFP [35]. Even

for the ideal tow deformation, local buckling (waviness) of the fibres inside the curved tow path125

occurs as a result of the in–plane bending deformation. Nevertheless, in the reality case, a number

of process–induced defects take place, as illustrated in Fig. 4a. On one hand, if the tension of

supporting the stitching yarn is too high, it causes out–of–plane buckling of the tows. On the other

hand, the felt of the substrate allows to some extent stitching yarn movement. Moreover, due to

imposing some tension on the tow by the machine head for feeding, the tow is pulled toward the130

origin of the curvature, leading to resin gaps. It is worth noting that in order to create continuous

VAT layers using TFP, the rovings have to be laid with a slight overlap to prevent gaps between

them [36].

The vast majority of the literature on the design and modelling of the VAT composite struc-

tures manufactured by TFP have been carried out in the Leibniz Institute of Polymer Research135

Dresden, where the TFP was introduced. There is still need to perform more fundamental and

robust numerical modelling and optimisation strategies of the fibre–steered composite parts with

accompanying TFP experimental investigations. The capability of TFP preforms as local rein-

forcements in an open–hole tensile plate was investigated by Gliesche et al. [37], where stresses

were computed by finite element analysis (FEA) and validated experimentally with tensile loading140

tests. The ultimate load was 55% greater for VAT plates manufactured by TFP in comparison with

the unidirectional notched plate.

To adequate modeling of continuously varying fibre angles structures manufactured by TFP, a

detailed model, which reflects the morphology of TFP including the stitching yarn and the rovings,

is required. A numerical study on the impact of a stitching yarn on the mechanical properties of a145

continuous carbon fiber reinforced plastic layer made by TFP was presented by Uhlig et al. [38].

First, a geometrical analysis of the VAT structure was conducted to determine the dimensions of

the roving, resin rich zones, amplitudes of fiber waviness, and the stitching yarn. Afterwards, a

parametric FE model of a representative unit cell (RUC), which can be used to create a whole

laminate layer, was performed using the ANSYS parametric design language (APDL). The RUC150

included the base material, split areas for the resin infiltrated roving, and resin rich zones around

the upper and lower stitching yarn, as shown in Fig 5. The numerical results were found in good

agreement with those obtained from tensile tests according to DIN–EN 527–5 on unidirectional

specimens. The RUC approach of this study has provided the basis for determining effective

material data for laminates fabricated by TFP.155

Zhu et al. [39] studied effects of VAT reinforcements on a notched laminated plate with an

open–hole experimentally and numerically. The several factors consisting of the reinforcement

types, lay–up configurations, and dimensions were investigated. The FEA, which adopts the 8–

node quadrilateral linear shell elements, was performed using the commercial software ANSYS

to model the reinforcing mechanism. It has been concluded that the double–sided reinforcement160

configuration is superior to single–sided or interlayer configurations.

A novel concept for simulation and optimization of open–hole composites with arbitrary lay–

up configurations, which relies on the local optimization of both fibre angle and intrinsic thickness

build–up simultaneously, has been presented by Bittrich et al. [36]. This framework has been
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called direct fiber path optimization (DFPO). The key finding of the work was the local optimiza-165

tion of both fibre angle and thickness at each FE along the base mesh so as to achieve the global

optimum. Using similar methodology, notched strength and longitudinal tensile characteristics

were experimentally and numerically assessed in un–notched and notched VAT composites [40].

Furthermore, DFPO was employed by Almeida et al. [41] to tailor the stiffness properties of fibre–

steered composite cylinders made by TFP for optimizing their specific linear buckling load under170

axial compression. Fig. 6 compares the buckling modes of conventional and fibre–steered compos-

ite cylinders for different lay–up configurations. A rise of 47.9% was achieved for the optimized

layout of [VATs/45/45/VATs] stacking sequence compared with [0/45/45/0] stacking sequence. As

can be seen in this figure, there is a slight loss of symmetry with respect to the shells mid–length,

which has been attributed to the non–symmetry of the VAT layers along the z–axis. This character-175

istics is undesirable in view of structural design purposes. However, these findings are reasonable

for the illustration of the proposed methodology, in which the buckling performance is optimized

without applying extra constraints to reach a symmetric buckling pattern. In addition, Almeida et

al. [42] suggested a methodology to optimize the cross–section of topologically–optimized VAT

composite structures for maximizing specific stiffness. In this study, an evolutionary optimiza-180

tion utilizing a genetic algorithm was constructed taking manufacturing characteristics of the TFP

process into account by applying constraints to form fiber–steered patterns.

2.2. Automated fibre placement (AFP)

Integrating the advantages of tape laying and filament winding with advanced computer con-

trol, AFP has been developed to create high–quality fibre–steered composite structures with tai-185

lored properties. AFP, also called automated tow placement (ATP), includes laying down con-

currently a large number (up to 32) of fibre tows of 3.175–12.7 mm width to fabricate laminates

with continuously varying fibre orientation angles. AFP is a promising technology that provides

the designers to tailor and improve the structural performance of composite structures with the

wider design space. Since the 1980s AFP has become a comparatively mature operation with190

high potential for future enhancements and, as a result, vast majority of the literature has been

concentrated on the AFP–manufactured composites with arbitrary lay–up configurations, whose

orientation varies continuously from point to point. Hence, the reminder of the present review will

be dedicated to VAT composites made by AFP, and manufacturing characteristics and limitations

of this process are discussed and reviewed in detail.195

2.3. Continuous tow shearing (CTS)

The key characteristics of the CTS technique is that the fibre placement head imposes in–plane

shear deformation to the tow material fed constantly by fixing the head rotation whereas a single

strip of tow is placed [14]. In order to implement shearing capability and avoid the fibre splitting,

the CTS technique employs dry tows combined with an in–situ impregnation. This mechanism200

can eradicate tow gaps or overlaps, appeared in the AFP method mainly due to in–plane bending

deformation of the tow, because all fibres within a tow can be shifted to have a constant angle

through the shifting direction, as shown in Figs. 7a and 7b. In addition, it makes the FEA much

easier to be modelled. It is worthwhile noting that based on the CTS method, the coupled variation

of the fibre angle and the ply thickness needs to be considered. This can be addressed by retaining205

the amount of resin for tow impregnation constant [43].

The CTS method can result in a complete shifting method, where all fibres within the tow

track an identical path, however, straightforwardly shifted along the designated shifting direction.

Figs. 8a and 8b compare the tow arrangements of the VAT composites designed based on AFP
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and CTS techniques, respectively. As shown in these figures, using the tow–drop method (See210

Sec. 5.2) in the conventional AFP method, many fibre discontinuities and tow gaps are produced

while the CTS process offers smooth thickness distribution. Consequently, an improvement in the

structural strength of the VAT composites is expected [15].

When the tow is sheared, the thickness change is straight associated with the shearing angle.

Assuming the constant fibre volume of the tow element, Fig. 9 illustrates the thickness change

of the tow element before and after the in–plane shear deformation. The thickness can be easily

expressed as

t =
t0sin θ

(1)

where t0 and θ denote the original tow thickness and the tow shear angle, respectively. The tow

angles, which the tow head of the prototype CTS machine can control, is 150 ≤ θ ≤ 900. Fig. 10215

shows a CTS–manufactured VAT composite laminate, which has a thickness variation coupled

with shear angle and volume fraction.

The CTS technique is still immature in comparison with ATL, AFP, and TFP technologies that

have evolved for more than 20 years. A few studies have been conducted on the design consid-

erations and simulation of the CTS–manufactured fibre–steered composites. A computer aided220

design (CAD)–based pre–processor has been presented by Kim et al. [44] , which is capable of

building ABAQUS FE models of fibre–steered composites considering the manufacturing char-

acteristics of the CTS. It was programmed with AutoLISP language to provide the users with

determining curvilinear fibre paths by establishing geometric features in AutoCAD software. By

integrating several geometry calculation functions of AutoLISP with geometry creation functions225

of AutoCAD, it has furnished a convenient way to present an ABAQUS FE model of a VAT com-

posite structure that cannot be formulated mathematically. Nevertheless, further improvement is

demanded for its feasibility to 3–D complex surfaces along with the advancement of a head control

algorithm dedicated for the CTS process. The buckling behaviour of CTS–manufactured compos-

ite panels prismatic fibre variations and symmetric stacking sequences was investigated by Groh230

et al. [45]. In this study, the fibre angle variations have been constrained to 700 since this rep-

resents the manufacturing limit of the CTS approach. Dang et al. [46] addressed the two main

problems for use of CTS–manufactured VAT in design. Firstly, a methodology for the numeri-

cal modelling of 3–D VAT laminates with thickness variation was proposed by a mapping method,

which permits a VAT laminate with a reference thickness to be converted to a laminate with spatial235

coordinate–dependent thickness. Secondly, explicit FE models using bilinear cohesive law–based

interface elements and cohesive contacts in Abaqus/Explicit were employed to study the impact

and compression after impact behaviour of VAT laminates made by CTS. On the other hand, the

post–buckling optimization for the design of VAT layups was performed by Wu et al. [47] using

a two–level design framework [48], in which the lamination parameters were employed as the240

intermediate design variables. The thickness variation owing to both CTS manufacturing of VAT

composite laminates and for where it is independent of manufacturing process has been assumed.

In other words, stiffness tailoring in the design of the composite structure was conducted by both

thickness fibre steering and thickness variation, which was applied to optimize the post–buckling

load–carrying capacity of VAT composite plates. This idea was originally taken from the works245

by Peeters and Abdalla [49, 50] where fiber angle and ply drop optimizations were combined to

obtain variable–stiffness variable–thickness composite laminates.
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3. Mathematical models of reference fibre path

The definition of the reference fibre path is of high importance in fibre–steering technology, di-

rectly affecting product quality and structural performance. Several fibre angle trajectory methods250

have been proposed, among which linear and non–linear variation of fibre orientation, constant in–

plane curvature, geodesic path, and constant angle path have been substantially more emphasized

in the literature, as summarized in Table 1.

3.1. Linear variation of fibre orientation

The variable fibre orientation or the fibre trajectories of a VAT lamina are usually represented

using mathematical formulas. A linear variation of the fiber orientation along the x coordinate is

obtained if the fiber orientation is defined by

ϕ(x′) = φ + (T1 + T0)
|x′|

d
+ T0 (2)

where T0 denotes the fibre orientation angle at x′ = 0, T1 is the fibre orientation angle at x′ = ±d/2,255

and φ is the angle of rotation of the fibre path, as illustrated in Fig. 11a. Although the orientation

of the fiber angle is changing along a single axis, x′, the actual fiber orientation alteration on

the x − y plane is a function of both coordinate directions, θ = θ(x, y). The representation of

a single curvilinear layer is denoted by three independent angles φ 〈T0|T1〉. In order to satisfy

the minimum turning radius constraint, the radius of curvature for the reference fibre path can be260

determined analytically [51].

The linear angle variation path has been widely used in a number of the literature on the

VAT composite structures basically due to the concise formulation (See Table 1). Recently, Hao

et al. [52] introduced a variable curvature quasi–linear function (VCQLF) by a new governing

variable to the linear variation of fibre orientation, motivated by the density function in topology265

optimization. They reported that comparing the results of fiber path optimization, VCQLF has

a higher performance in enhancing the load capacity of VAT shells than that of the conventional

definition of the linear angle variation path.

3.2. Non–linear variation of fibre orientation

Overall, non–linear dispersion of fibre orientations on a plane may be characterized by a dou-270

ble series function, for example the Lobatto polynomials. Cubic polynomials for fiber angles have

been suggested by Parnas et al. [53], in which coefficients of cubic polynomials were considered

as design variables. An expression for defining a curvilinear fibre path employing the normalised

Lobatto polynomials has been proposed [54, 55, 56], and it was shown that the non–linear vari-

ations result in a better performance than linear variation of fiber orientations. Nevertheless, the275

coefficients of the Lobatto polynomials were not straightly linked to the fibre angles.

Wu et al. [57, 58] proposed a non–linear dispersion of fibre angles according to Lagrangian

polynomials, in which the coefficients of the Lagrangian polynomials are straightly equal to the

fibre angles at a set of pre–picked reference points, given by

θ(x, y) =

M−1
∑

m=0

N−1
∑

n=0

Tmn

∏

m,i

(

x − xi

xm − xi

)

∏

n, j

(

y − y j

yn − y j

)

(3)

where (xi, y j), (xm, yn) denote the x − y coordinates of reference points and Tmn is fibre angle at a

specific reference point (xm, yn). Note that the non–linear variation of fibre orientations is based

on a set of M × N pre–picked reference points in the domain, as shown in Fig. 12. It was reported
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that non–linear dispersion of the fibre angles leads to nearly a 20% increase in the buckling load280

compared to linear variation of the fibre angles [57]. Alhajahmad et al. [55] introduced a non–

linear function for the fiber orientation angle using Lobatto–Legendre polynomials. It has been

concluded that non–linear variations offered more flexibility for the laminate tailoring, thus show-

ing better performance and proving the limitation of using linear variation of fiber orientations.

In addition, Zhao and Kapania [59] reported that non–linear variation of fiber path laminates can285

further increase the buckling loads of stiffened plates for all cases of boundary conditions when

compared to those for laminates with the linear variation of fiber paths. In particular, the fiber path

can tailor all the in–plane stress resultants distribution into a favorable one to enhance the buck-

ling response significantly. Nonetheless, there is almost no rise in the free vibration fundamental

frequency of a simply supported stiffened laminated plate when using the non–linear variation of290

fiber path.

3.3. Constant in–plane curvature

This definition constitutes based on circular arcs and offers the benefits of creating courses

with constant curvature, whose manufacturability with the AFP machine is substantially more

convenient than linear/non–linear angle variation paths to check and perform.295

The turning radius, which should satisfy the constraint condition ρ ≥ ρmin, is defined by

ρ =
d

sin T1 − sin T0

(4)

where ρmin represents the minimum turning radius of the reference fibre path, as shown in Fig. 11b.

Based on the constant in–plane curvature, the angle variation is given by

sinϕ = sin T0 + (sin T1 − sin T0)
x

d
(5)

Mainly, the constant in–plane curvature has been employed in the works [51, 60, 61, 56, 62, 63, 64]

dedicated to taking process–induced defects and manufacturing constraints into account. Studying

the effect of constant curvature on the optimal VAT laminates, van Campen et al. [62] concluded

that introducing a curvature constraint yields the buckling load performance of the VAT plate

almost insensitive to the number of layers in the laminate.300

3.4. Geodesic path

The geodesic path, having a zero in–plane curvature, has been used as a basis for defining other

fibre angle paths since knowledge in the field of geodesic paths for use with filament winding has

been already available. In the literature, the geodesic path was only employed to define the fiber

orientation path on the conical surface shell [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70], as shown in Fig. 13. Fiber

angle variation for a geodesic path is expressed by

sinϕ =
r0 sin T̄0

r(x)
(6)

where T̄0 is the fiber angle at the small radius on the conical shell, which can have a value between

−900 and 900, r(x) denotes the perpendicular distance from the axis of revolution to a point on

the shell, and r0 is smaller radius of the conical shell. Figs. 14a and 14b compare the definition

of the fibre angle trajectory based on the geodesic path with those based on the constant angle305

and constant curvature paths. Blom et al. [68, 70] investigated different path definitions for VAT

conical shells, which were used to optimize conical shells for maximum fundamental frequency
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whereas manufacturing constraints were taken into account in the process. In this study, although

the constant angle path resulted in a constant–stiffness composite laminate, it was used as a base-

line for the variable–stiffness designs. Comparing the optimum fundamental frequencies of each310

fibre path definition for the two different curvature values concluded that for the constant angle

path, the value of the maximum curvature has a significant impact on the achievable maximum

fundamental frequency. Moreover, it has been observed that the maximum fundamental frequency

for the constant curvature path is only moderately affected by the tighter curvature constraint,

whereas the frequency of the geodesic path is not affected at all owing to the zero curvature of the315

fibre path.

3.5. Level set method

The level set method has drawn a lot of attention in moving boundary and front tracking

problems in an extensive variety of fields such as interface motion tracking, topology optimization,

and image processing. A level set function, such as defined by signed distance function, can be

adopted to define the fibre path of a VAT lamina. Considering level set function ϕ̄(x, y) as an

implicit function to represent fibre path in x–y plane, the fibre angle at a point is defined as:

ϕ =























arctan

(

−
∂ϕ̄(x,y)
∂x
∂ϕ̄(x,y)
∂y

)

, if
∂ϕ̄(x,y)

∂y
, 0

π
2
, if

∂ϕ̄(x,y)

∂y
= 0

(7)

where
∂ϕ̄(x,y)

∂x
and

∂ϕ̄(x,y)

∂y
are the partial derivatives of ϕ̄ with respect to x and y. To employ the level

set approach to evolve the fibre tow paths when solving the optimization problem, the primary

fiber path is assumed by the locations, where the level set function is equal to zero (ϕ̄ = 0). The320

other fiber paths at different positions are similarly defined by constant level set function values

and, as a result, the level set function characterizes a series of continuous equally spaced parallel

fibre paths. A continuous implicit level set function was adopted by Brampton et al. [71] to define

the fiber paths throughout the structure. Furthermore, Zhou et al. [72] used a level set function

to implicitly describe fibre tow paths, coupled with the solution of an optimization problem. In325

that work, to maximize the buckling load under thermal loading, sensitivities of thermal buckling

eigenvalues with respect to tow paths, i.e. level set values, were derived using the adjoint method.

4. Manufacturing limitations and constraints

AFP process is confronted with a set of restrictions that will influence the manufacturability

as well as quality of ideal designs of fibre–steered composite laminates. In order to achieve a330

manufacturable design, the integration of manufacturing constraints into the modelling, design,

and optimization of VAT composite laminates should be accommodated. As a result, herein the

most important manufacturing limitations will be introduced [43].

• Minimum cut length (MCL). This length is defined as the distance from the start of the

contact point to the tow–cuter in the AFP machine. Consequently, it is not possible to lay335

a tow in a controlled manner which is shorter than MCL. A manufacturing constraint on

MCL, directly implemented in AFP management software, is imposed to guarantee that

each tow can be properly laid. It is noteworthy noting that ignoring MCL in the design

of VAL laminates may lead to undesirable gaps in the laminate or at ply boundaries, as

illustrated in Figs. 15a and 15b. An MCL of 80 mm was considered by Lozano et al. [73]340

as a manufacturing constant.
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• Gaps and overlaps. To manufacture a ply, which covers the whole mandrel surface, a

number of adjacent courses must be laid, as will be discussed in Sec. 5. Accordingly, gaps

and overlaps inevitably may appear during the fibre steering procedure. Generally, when

a coverage parameter higher than 0% is chosen in the tow–drop method, a gap and over-345

lap allowance is needed to be considered. As reported by Fayazbakhsh et al. [74] gaps

deteriorate both in–plane stiffness and buckling load, while overlaps enhance the structural

performance. In particular, the improvement in buckling load arising from the fiber steer-

ing declines from 37% to 20% when the impact of gaps is modelled. On the other hand,

overlaps rise the improvement in the buckling load to 78%.350

• Minimum turning radius. This term is the most major manufacturing constraint and must

be accounted for in the AFP machine to prevent process–induced defects by the in–plane

bending deformation such as local buckling and thickness change of the inner edge of tows.

Moreover, if the minimum turning radius is too small, the inner edge of tows undergoes

wrinkling, causing imperfections and, as a result, a decline in the strength of the VAT lami-355

nate. Nagendra et al. [75] proposed a minimum turning radius of 635 mm.

• Effective course width. If the machine is capable of laying nt tows with a width of tw, the

course width is Cw = nttw. The effective course width, We, measured along the reference

shifting axis (See Fig. 11b), is defined as We = Cw/cosT0. This distance must be constant

through the course so as to ensure a full coverage of the ply without gaps or overlaps.360

• Fibre bridging. When fibres are imposed to tensile forces in the feeding system, they might

separate from the mould surface in concave surfaces with high radius.

• Jagged boundaries. To prevent large overlaps or gaps in a laminate, a tow–drop method

can be applied (Sec. 5.2). As tows are cut normal to the fiber direction, jagged or saw-

tooth boundaries will emerge at boundaries that are not perpendicular to this direction. This365

leads to small gaps, overlaps or a combination of both, which is controlled by a coverage

parameter [76].

5. Design considerations in constructing a ply with multiple courses

In order to fill the entire layer with several courses, there are broadly two techniques to con-

struct the other course paths; i.e. parallel and shifted technique [51]. According to the paral-370

lel method, each individual fibre path is parallel to the other fibre paths, which alters the tow–

orientation in different fibres. The method theoretically results in no gaps or overlaps between

tows, leading to a structure of uniform thickness, as illustrated in Fig. 16a. However, this method

has not been widely used because the steering radii of each tow are different, which cause viola-

tion of the minimum turning radius or maximum allowable curvature. Note that the turning radius375

decreases by using narrower tow widths, which is less susceptible to wrinkling than wider ones.

On the other hand, in the shifted method, by shifting the reference fiber path over a given dis-

tance, called the shift distance, along the y′–axis (see Fig. 11a), fibre paths have the same pattern.

Rotation of the applicator head of the AFP machine causes a realignment of fibres within a tow

parallel to the reference fibre path, which forms overlaps and/or gaps between two adjacent tows,380

as shown in Fig. 16b. This situation can be more severe when the AFP machine simultaneously

places multiple tows to enhance the productivity. Overall, to construct a complete ply, the shifted

method can be categorised into the following approaches:
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5.1. Tow–overlap technique

Tatting and Gürdal [77] proposed a two–overlap technique, in which a panel allowed the tows385

to overlap to construct a panel with thickness build–ups that act as “integral stiffeners”. Based on

this technique, Wu et al. [78] reported that the compressive buckling load of the VAT composite

panels increased up to five times than a conventional straight fiber panel. An example of the VAT

panel manufactured according to the tow–overlap method is shown in Fig. 17a.

5.2. Tow–drop technique390

To avoid large overlaps or gaps in a laminate, thanks to cut–restart capability of the AFP

machine, the tow–drop method has been proposed to prevent overlapping zones by cutting the

tows when they intersect [51], as shown in Fig. 8a. It leads to a constant thickness structure,

which includes small wedge–shape zones free of fibres owing to the dropping of the finite thick-

ness, individual tows. If These small fibre–free regions are prone to form resin rich areas within395

cure operation, which would be probably hot spots for failure. Fig. 17b illustrates an example of

the VAT panel fabricated using the tow–drop method. Fig. 18 illustrates numerical modelling of

the tow–drop method used for the simulation of first–ply failure of VAT panels under a tensile

load [63, 79]. Considering a configuration for the tow–drop technique with coverage parameter

of 0%, a 3–D FE model for a flat tow–steered plate was established by Falco et al. [63]. Their400

simulations showed how matrix cracking has been affected by discontinuities in the fiber angle

between adjacent courses and fiber–free areas resultant from manufacturing effects. In addition,

it has been concluded that fiber tensile failure is directly affected by the orientation angles of the

fiber, whose distribution depends on the chosen course cutting method: on one side, or on both

sides.405

Mishra et al. [76] discussed two underlying approaches for cutting strategy of fibre tows. In

the conventional cutting strategy, called single–sided strategy, at the crossing of two courses, just

tows of one of the courses are cut whereas the other course is kept (see Fig. 19a). However,

according to the other strategy, called zipper strategy, the tows are cut successively, one tow from

the course (1), afterwards two tows from the course (2), followed by two tows from the course (1).410

Comparing Figs. 19a and 19b shows that the intersection line of two courses in the zipper strategy

is tracked by fibre tows more smoothly than that in the single–sided strategy.

In the cutting strategy, a so–called coverage parameter [76], between 0 and 100 percent, as-

sesses where tows are being cut and reinitiated, thereby constructing either small wedge–shape

gaps or overlaps or a combination of both, as shown in Fig. 20. A coverage parameter of 0 percent415

implies that a tow is cut as soon as one edge approaches the border of the adjacent course, which

causes resin rich areas. At 100 percent coverage parameter, the tow is cut only when the second

tow edge passes the border and, as a result, forming a small wedge–shape overlap zones.

5.3. Ply staggering technique

The variation of the thickness in VAT laminates fabricated using the tow–overlap method can420

be declined by employing a method know as staggering [77, 60]. It encompasses shifting the path

of each ply by a small distance, different for each ply. This technique not only helps distributing

the tow–drops in case of VAT constant–thickness structures but also results in more uniform tow–

overlap structures. The impacts of the tow–drop regions and ply staggering on the stiffness and

strength of VAT laminates were theoretically and numerically studied by Blom et al. [61]. In order425

to spread out irregularities produced by tow–drops, Falco et al. [79] employed the staggering

technique and investigated the effect of ply staggering on the un–notched and open–hole VAT

laminates tensile strength. Fig. 21 shows the configuration of the open–hole specimen lay–up with
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and without staggering. They concluded that ply staggering and 0% coverage parameter play a

crucial role in reducing the influence of gaps and overlaps in the VAT laminates.430

6. Continuity and smoothness of fiber paths

Generally, there is no guarantee that the fiber angle orientations are continuous and smooth

in the traditional FEA. It is because the fibers are discretized at each structural element and are

treated as straight fibers. To obtain a smooth distribution of the fiber orientations, ply angles at the

nodes rather than at the element were treated as design variables for maximum buckling design435

of VAT panels [80]. Nevertheless, rapid changes of the optimized fiber angle orientations result

in discontinuous fiber paths, which cannot be fabricated in reality. In addition, owing to the non–

convexity of the design problem when parametrized using fiber angles, findings are dependent on

the starting points. This problem can be addressed using lamination parameters as design variables

instead of fiber angles [54, 81, 82, 83]. Setoodeh et al. [54] employed a curve fitting technique to440

derive continuous fiber angles that leads to a distribution of the lamination parameters near to the

optimal dispersion in a least square sense whereas fulfilling the manufacturing constraints. Demir

et al. [82, 83] have applied a continuity constrained least–squares, which is obtained by setting

the gradient of the fiber angles to zero, to the optimum fiber directions to determine continuous

and manufacturable fiber angles. Fig. 22b demonstrates a realistic fiber angle distribution in the445

context of the manufacturability, before and after the application of LSC method.

An alternative way to present continuous fiber angle orientations that have drawn a lot of

attention is using an isogeometric analysis (IGA) formulation based on non–uniform rational B-

splines (NURBS). Principally, IGA has been developed with the aim of filling the gap between

CAD and FEA, by providing a unified representation of the geometrical design, the computational450

domain, and the approximation function spaces. The key idea is to employ NURBS, widely used

to geometric design in CAD software, as basis functions for the FEA step, providing considerable

geometric flexibility and high order continuities at the same time. In particular, geometric design

and FEA can be integrated together and, as a result, the element refinement is easily performed

by re–indexing the parametric space without altering the geometry or its parameterization. As455

depicted in Fig. 23, IGA is notably appropriate for the analysis and design of curvilinear fiber

paths compared with FEA, since curvilinear fiber path can be exactly represented by the IGA

owing to the superior characteristics of NURBS including smoothness, high–order continuity, and

reduction of total degree–of–freedom [84].

Hao et al. [85, 84] employed IGA for the buckling analysis of VAT composite panels. Square460

VAT plates with two types of fiber paths under various loading and boundary conditions were used

to investigate the computational efficiency of IGA. It was inferred that IGA has higher compu-

tational efficiency that FEA. It is because fiber angle demands to be assigned for each element

before FEA is carried out, and accordingly a plenty of CPU time would be spent in FE modeling.

However, basis functions generated by NURBS in IGA are employed to represent exact fiber angle465

paths for arbitrary locations. IGA formulation based on the NURBS along with the Nitsche tech-

nique was developed by Khalafi and Fazilati [86, 87] for studying free vibration characteristics

of the VAT composite laminated plates. In that work, the cubic NURBS basis functions not only

were employed to build the plate’s geometry but are also used as the shape functions for FEA field

approximations. A Bézier extraction–based IGA model using high–order continuity of NURBS470

was developed by Shafei et al. [88] for the parametric instability study of anisotropic VAT com-

posite plates. It has been observed that the proposed method can express accurately generalized

fiber orientation paths for each ply of the laminate separately. In addition, it was concluded that
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it is essential to switch NURBS control mesh to Bézier type so as to achieve the desired accuracy

for multi–patch domains.475

7. Material and geometric uncertainties

The main source of introducing material and geometric uncertainties [89] in the VAT laminate

composites is comparatively complex manufacturing processes owing to the hierarchical nature of

these composites. Based on the authors’ literature survey, there are few reports on quantifying un-

certainties in either material properties or structural performance of VAT composite structures. In480

the AFP manufacturing process, gaps can be deliberately introduced in some preforms to prevent

overlaps, which are resulted from variable tow width. Nonetheless, the presence of variability

in the lay–up and gap widths leads to uncertainty in the permeability of the preform. Matveev

et al. [90] investigated uncertainty in the geometry of fibre preforms and its impacts on perme-

ability. A perturbation–based stochastic FEM, was adopted by Zhou and Gosling [91] to studied485

the variability in mechanical performance of VAT composite plates, which have been tailored to

have an enhanced buckling performance. They reported that buckling statistics in terms of mean

value and standard deviation or coefficient of variation are major functions of uncertainties in fibre

tow paths, and should not be ignored. A technique for optimally designing fibre–reinforced sym-

metrically laminated structures for maximum buckling strength with manufacturing uncertainties490

in the fibre lay-up orientation has been presented by Walker and Hamilton [92]. The variations

in the ply angles were supposed to emanate from the deviations between the manufactured fibre

angles and their intended design values. A robust design optimization algorithm was introduced

by Zhou et al. [93] for VAT composite structures in the presence of uncertainties in the constituent

material properties and applied loads. Uncertainties in the materials properties of the microscopic495

constituents were considered to fully take into account the hierarchical structure nature of the com-

posite. A probabilistic homogenization approach was employed to propagate uncertainties from

micro–scale to macro–scale, establishing a stochastic objective function. It has been concluded

that the uncertainties in material properties and applied loads may become a factor that cannot be

ignored in the design of VAT composite structures. Hao et al. [94] established an efficient and500

accurate reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) framework based on IGA for complex en-

gineering problems, in particular for the reliability analysis of a VAT composite panel. It has been

inferred that thanks to the advantages of IGA in terms of both efficiency and accuracy, the imple-

mentation of IGA will broaden the application scope of RBDO, because the total computational

cost becomes affordable for complex engineering problems. Moreover, an RBDO approach has505

been introduced by Wang et al. [95] and used to design filament–wound cylindrical shells with

VAT. The uncertainty in the winding angle was considered in the optimization by means of meta-

models constructed using the Kriging method. In that work, stochastic variations of the winding

angle were taken into account in the optimization of seven different designs, ranging from constant

stiffness to second–order variation of the winding angle with variable thickness.510

8. Plate and shell laminate theories

The plate/shell laminate theories constitute the fundamental core of the modelling and design

of VAT composite structures. In general, the behavior of multilayered structures can be predicted

using either equivalent–single–layer (ESL) theories or three–dimensional (3–D) elasticity theory

(or LWT). The ESL theories are resulted from the 3–D elasticity theory by making appropriate515

assumptions considering the kinematics of deformation or a stress state across the thickness of
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the structure. This section presents a comprehensive review on laminate theories developed to

predict and understand mechanical behavior of the fibre–steered composite structures. Table 1

summarizes the vast majority of the literature on the design and modelling of VAT composite

structures based on the laminate theories.520

8.1. Equivalent–single–layer theories

The ESL models may take both shear and normal deformation impacts into account depend-

ing on the degree of assumptions. However, all stresses in ESL theories are discontinuous at layer

interfaces [96]. Importantly, the transverse stresses at the interface of layers, called interlaminar

stresses, do not satisfy the C0 requirements. The error as a result of discontinuity in interlaminar525

stresses for thin laminates can be insignificant, however, for thicker laminates, the ESL theories

can lead to incorrect results for all stresses, demanding the use of layer–wise theories. The in-

terested readers shall refer to the works by Carrera [97, 98] on the interlaminar stresses and C0

requirements.

8.1.1. Classical laminated theories530

The CLT, as the simplest ESL theory, postulates that normals to the mid–plane before defor-

mation maintain straight and normal to the plane after deformation; that is, transverse shear as

well as normal strains are assumed to be negligible with regard to the other strains. Although

this assumption results in simple constitutive equations, it is the major drawback of the theory.

This theory was first introduced for homogeneous plates, however, later proposed for laminated535

structures. In spite of major restrictions of the CLT, this theory is still a common approach used in

thin VAT composite laminates with arbitrary configuration lay–ups mainly owing to its simplicity

with a considerable reduction in the total number of variables and equations, accordingly saving

computational time and effort. This can be highlighted when it comes to a optimization procedure.

As the early works in the design and analysis of VAT composites, based on the CLT, Gürdal540

and Olmedo [99, 3], reported rises up to 50% in the axial stiffness and up to 80% in the critical

buckling load of VAT panels compared with conventional straight–fibre composite laminates. The

load redistribution from the centre of the domain to the higher–stiffened edge regions was found

the underlying reason for these outstanding results.

Wu et al. [57, 100] studied pre–buckling, buckling, and post–buckling analyses of VAT thin545

plates based on the CLT using a Rayleigh–Ritz approach. It was inferred that the approach are

applicable to mixed boundary conditions and were found to be computationally less expensive

compared to FEM. In addition, the same authors [58] using a genetic algorithm showed that the

optimal fiber paths for improving buckling load decrease the out–of–plane post–buckling dis-

placement. The aeroelastic behaviour of a simple rectangular unswept VAT wing combined with550

modified strip aerodynamics theory was investigated by Stodieck [101]. Hellinger–Reissner mixed

variational principle in conjunction with Lagrange multipliers was employed by Groh et al. [102]

to model transverse shear stresses, in bending of VAT laminated plates using the generalised dif-

ferential quadrature method (GDQM) [103, 104, 105]. The governing equations have been derived

based on the CLT with retaining simplifying kinematical assumptions. However, to address the555

key limitations of the theory, such as shear locking or membrane locking [106, 107], through–the–

thickness normal and shear stresses were derived in an exact manner, by virtu of a stress–based

approach, integrating the Cauchy’s equations governing the elastic continuum. In this way, the

continuity of transverse shear stresses at layer interfaces can be assured by solving for the con-

stants of integration. It has been reported that the discrepancies of up to 43% compared to CLT for560
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span–to–thickness ratios of 10:1 underline the demand for accounting for transverse shear impacts

in modelling the flexural behaviour of VAT panels.

Vescovini et al. [108] employed a Koiter’s perturbation method along with a mixed varia-

tional approach for analyzing the post–buckling behaviour of VAT thin plates according to CLT.

A Koiter–Newton method was extended to non–linear buckling analysis, including the pre– and565

post–buckling stage, of VAT plates based on the CLT [109]. Linear static and buckling analyses of

arbitrary cross–section VAT cylinders based on the CLT were established by Khani et al. [110] and

a two–step optimisation framework was employed to separate the theoretical and manufacturing

issues in design. An analytical model with a CLT–based Rayleigh–Ritz approach was developed

by Chen et al. [111] to investigate the characteristics of the buckling response of VAT composite570

plates with a through–the–width or an embedded rectangular delamination. It was concluded that

the buckling strength of composite plates with a delamination can be significantly improved by

particular VAT configurations. Raju et al. [112] developed a numerical methodology based on the

GDQM for buckling analysis of VAT panels modelled using CLT.

8.1.2. Shear deformation theories575

A number of theories have been introduced to model thicker laminated composite plates to

account for the transfer shear impact. Majority of those theories are developments of the conven-

tional theories suggested by Reissner [113], Hencky [114], and Mindlin [115], which are referred

to as the shear deformation plate theories. The Hencky–Mindlin model is known as the FSDT,

which takes the shear deformation effect into account in the form a linear variation of the in–plane580

displacements through the thickness. Based on the FSDT, transverse straight lines before defor-

mation remain straight after deformation, however, they are no longer normal to the mid–plane

after deformation. It is worthwhile noting that the Reissner theory is not analogous to the Mindlin

theory, as in many works misleading phrases such as “Reissner–Mindlin plates” and “FSDT of

Reissner” have been used, as explained in detail in the works by Wang et al. [116] and Thai et585

al. [117]. The buckling analysis of complex VAT shells was performed by Hao et al. [52] based on

the FSDT and rotation boundary conditions were imposed explicitly. Principally, because of the

complexity of shells, the curvature of local surface changes so keenly, which the shear deformation

through thickness cannot be neglected. Most recently, Antunes et al. [118] compared the natural

frequencies and mode shapes of vibration of a VAT plate obtained by experimental modal analysis590

with the ones resulting from the numerical modelling based on the CLT and FSDT for three types

of boundary conditions including one edge clamped and the other three free, two opposite edges

clamped and the other two free, and four edges free. In the four edges free case, both CLT and

FSDT models provided natural frequencies and mode shapes reasonably close to the experimental

ones. Furthermore, it was reported that the consideration of translational and torsional springs595

distributed along the boundaries led to mathematical models that predicted the experimentally

obtained natural frequencies and natural mode shapes of vibration with much better accuracy.

The limitations of the CLT and FSDT have stimulated several HSDT, among which, including

the second–order shear deformation formulation of Whitney and Sun [119] and the third–order

shear deformation theory (TSDT) of Lo et al. [120] with 11 unknowns, Kant [121] with six un-600

knowns, Bhimaraddi and Stevens [122] with five unknowns, Hanna and Leissa [123] with four

unknowns, the TSDT of Reddy [124] with five unknowns is the most broadly adopted model in

the study of shells due to its high efficiency and simplicity [125]. The HSDT are based on an

assumption of non–linear stress variation through the thickness. It is worthy mentioning that the

displacement field of the TSDT of Reddy is equivalent to that of Levinson theory [126]. Nev-605

ertheless, the equations of motion of two theories are different from each other. It is because
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Levinson employed the equilibrium equations of the FSDT, which are variationally inconsistent

with those resulted from the variational approach by Reddy. Taking both the CLT and TSDT into

account, static bending, buckling, and free vibration of a moderately–thick laminated VAT plate

with embedded gaps and overlaps have been studied by Akbarzadeh et al. [127]. For very thin610

plates with continuously variable fibre angle distributions, both the CLT and TSDT led to very

close results. But, for moderately–thick plates with length–to–thickness ratio of 10, substantial

discrepancies occurred between the ESL theories predictions. In particular, differences up to 23%,

33%, and 15% have been observed for the maximum out–of–plane deflection, critical buckling

load, and fundamental frequency, respectively. Furthermore, this work has highlighted that the615

discrepancy between the ESL theories depends on the amount and type of the embedded defects.

For the case of the model incorporating the effects of overlaps, there was a discrepancy up to 26%

in the maximum deflection calculated with the CLT and TSDT. This discrepancy was about 22%

by considering the effects of gaps in the model.

8.2. Layer–wise theories620

Although ESL theories can explain transverse shear and normal strains, encompassing trans-

verse warping of cross section, the model is “kinematically homogeneous” in the manner that the

kinematics are insensitive to each single layer. If in–depth response of each single layer is needed

and if considerable variations in displacements gradients between layers occur, these theories will

demand the use of higher–order theories in each of the constitutive layers separately with a accom-625

panying rise in the number of unknowns in the solution process and complexity of the problem. In

other words, each single layer is treated as an independent plate and compatibility of displacement

components in relation to each interface is then applied as a constraint. In these cases, LW mod-

els are attained. Contrary to the ESL theories, the LWT are developed based on the assumption

that the displacement field manifests C0–continuity across the laminate thickness. Therefore, the630

displacements are continuous across the laminate thickness, however, the derivatives of the dis-

placement components with regard to the thickness coordinate may have discontinuity at several

points across the thickness, thereby providing the likelihood of the continuous transverse stresses

at the interfaces separating dissimilar material properties. LW displacement fields furnish a sub-

stantially more kinematically correct illustration of the cross–sectional warping with regard to the635

deformation of tick laminates.

The principle of minimum total potential energy and LWT have been employed by Yazdani

Sarvestani et al. [128] to investigate the impacts of fiber steering on the hygro–thermal and me-

chanical buckling loads, natural frequency, bending deformation, and stress distributions of shells

and circular plates manufactured by AFP technique. The LWT used in this work allowed each640

layer of the VAT conical panel, as shown in Fig. 24, to behave as a real 3–D layer able to lead

to accurate results, in particular for local quantities such as interlaminar stresses. It is worthwhile

emphasizing that the accuracy of the LW model has been improved by subdividing each layer into

a finite number of numerical layers. The higher number of subdivision through the thickness, the

higher accuracy of the results of the fibre–steered shell will be. The numerical results led to the645

conclusion that fibre–steering in a composite conical panel has resulted in up to 57% and 44% im-

provements in the buckling loads and fundamental frequencies, respectively. Viglietti et al. [129]

reported that analysis of VAT composites structures based on a LW approach leads to accurate

results, however, it demands a higher computational cost. Moreover, although the ESL models are

not as accurate as the LWT, they can result in a substantial reduction in the computational cost.650
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8.3. Carrera’s Unified Formulation

CUF [24, 26] is a hierarchical formulation using a compact notation that offers a procedure

to determine any structural theories, considering variable kinematic representation by virtue of

arbitrary expansions of unknown variables, e.g., displacement or stress components. CUF facili-

tates to deal with any–order theories by accounting the order as an input of the analysis since the655

governing equations are given resulting from a few fundamental nuclei (FN), whose form does not

depend either on the order of the presented approximations or on the selections made for the base

functions through the thickness [130, 25]. The use of CUF makes the assembly of the matrices a

trivial procedure, which can be comfortably implemented in computer code. The assembly of the

matrix includes four loops on indices i, j, τ and s, and an FN is computed for each combination of660

these indices, as shown in Fig. 25.

Tornabene et al. [131, 132, 133] studied the static and dynamic analyses of doubly–curved pan-

els reinforced by curvilinear fibers based on CUF with different thickness functions along the three

orthogonal curvilinear directions. The implemented theory in these works was entirely general and

permitted to investigate doubly–curved shells and panels with variable stiffness. Comparing ESL665

and LWT within the framework of CUF has revealed that when a soft–core is included in the

lamination scheme, the ESL theories turn out to be inappropriate. Indeed, the stiffness variations

as a result of a more emphasized fiber curvature make necessary the use of an LWT. A refined

beam model based on CUF has been developed by Viglietti et al. [129, 134] to the free vibration

analysis of plates and a wing structure with an NACA profile made of VAT composites. It was670

found that the introduction of curvilinear fibers in a lamina can lead to complex coupling impacts

which cannot be detected by the classical theories, accordingly, refined models are demanded.

9. Concluding remarks

The present review has summarized the state–of–the–art and the challenges in the modelling,

design, and analysis of VAT composite laminates. Thanks to significant advancement and design675

flexibility offered by fiber placement technologies, a new class of composite structures made by

curvilinear fibre steering has been introduced. Steering fiber paths such that the fiber angle distri-

bution varies spatially revealed a great capacity for load redistribution from the central zones of

the panels to their supported edge zones, providing for more than doubling the buckling loads in

comparison with the most efficient conventional straight fibre designs.680

Despite more than twenty years of the appearance of the TFP technology, few papers have

been dedicated to the design and modelling of the VAT composite structures manufactured by

TFP. There is still need to conduct more fundamental and robust numerical modelling and op-

timisation strategies of the fibre–steered composite parts with accompanying TFP experimental

investigations. It has been reported that the CTS technique could eliminate the process–induced685

defects of the AFP and TFP techniques, such as fibre buckling and straightening along the inside

and outside of the curved tow path. However, this technique is still immature and few studies,

all at Bristol University, have been conducted on the design considerations and simulation of the

CTS–manufactured fibre–steered composite. It is worthwhile mentioning that in the process of

manufacturing fibre–steered laminates, either using the AFP technique or the CTS process, thick-690

ness build–up is inevitable. However, in the stiffness tailoring design of the CTS–manufactured

composites, the thickness build–up can be integrated with the thickness fibre steering to create

variable–stiffness variable–thickness composite laminates. Furthermore, more research on the ex-

periments, modelling and analysis of VAT composite shells manufactured by filament winding is

demanded. Filament winding is a well–established process among the composite manufacturing695
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processes owing to high precision in fiber positioning, high fiber content, good automation capabil-

ity, and low void content. However, computational modelling and design as well as experimental

works on the VAT composites manufactured by filament winding are still immature.

In this review paper, several fibre angle trajectory methods have been reviewed, including

linear and non–linear variation of fibre orientation, constant in–plane curvature, and geodesic700

path. The crucial manufacturable constraints, which imposes some design restrictions on the

VAT composite laminates, may hinder full potential of performance improvements over conven-

tional straight fibre laminates. As a result, most important manufacturing limitations have been

explained, which should be incorporated into the modelling and analysis of the composite lam-

inates with arbitrary lay–up configurations. The promising results have been reported by using705

the tow–drop technique. However, to provide more realistic results, the resin rich areas, created

by the individual dropping of tows, should be considered in the failure models. These spots are

highly susceptible to damage initiation and propagation. This interesting and challenging topic

was investigated merely using continuum damage mechanics while in the future research, other

sophisticated approaches, such as cohesive zone models, peridynamics, and phase filed approach,710

can be employed for modelling fracture and damage of VAT composite laminates. Other inter-

esting point drawn out from this review is that to present a realistic model and analysis, residual

thermal stresses arising from the laminate curing process should be incorporated. These residual

stresses may have an essential impact on the laminate failure, which are not uniform layer–wise

like they are for the case of straight fibre ones. Moreover, it has been concluded that in order715

to present continuous fiber angle orientations, in recent years IGA formulation based on NURBS

has drawn substantial attention. IGA is notably more appropriate for the analysis and design of

composites with curvilinear fiber paths compared with FEA, since curvilinear fiber paths can be

exactly represented by the IGA owing to the superior characteristics of NURBS including smooth-

ness, high–order continuity, and reduction of total degree–of–freedom.720

Referring to Table 1, the overwhelming majority of the reviewed papers have been established

based on the CLT and FSDT, which fail both to fulfill the interlaminar transverse shear stress con-

tinuity at each interface and to explain the zig–zag effect. In particular, the CLT cannot represent

properly mechanical behavior of moderately thick to thick laminated composite plates and shells

with curvilinear fibre paths. It has been found that although the ESL models are not as accurate725

as the LWT, they can result in a substantial reduction in the computational cost. Furthermore, the

hierarchical nature of CUF has provided the fidelity of the fibre–steered composite laminate model

to be tuned, such that low–fidelity and high–fidelity models can be employed simultaneously to

determine global response and 3–D stresses, even when greatly localised.
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Table 1: Summary of the literature reviewed on the modelling, design, and analysis of the VAT composite

structures.

Structural plate Ref. (Year) Structural objective Analysis Manufacturing constraint Reference path

& shell theory definition

CLT [3] (1993) Stress distribution Closed–form solutions – LVFO

[60] (2003) Max. buckling load FEM (STAGS–A) Gaps and overlaps LVFO

[66] (2004) Buckling behavior FEM (STAGS–A) – GP

[81] (2006) Min. compliance FEM – LVFO

[135] (2007) Optimal natural frequency FEM – LVFO

[136] (2008) Buckling behavior Rayleigh–Ritz method – LVFO

[80] (2009) Max. buckling load FEM Smoothness of fiber paths LVFO

[56] (2010) Minimizing max. ply thickness, FEM Gaps and overlaps, NVFO

Maximizing surface smoothness Ply staggering

[137] (2010) Max. buckling load, FEM Effective course width, CIC

Amount of fibre steering

[138] (2011) Max. strength FEM – LVFO

[112] (2012) Pre–buckling and buckling behavior GDQM – LVFO

[110] (2012) Max. buckling load Finite difference method Minimum turning radius LVFO

[57] (2012) Pre–buckling loads distributions, Rayleigh–Ritz method – NVFO

Max. buckling load

[139] (2012) Max. aeroelastic instability Extended Galerkin method – LVFO

[140] (2012) Max. buckling load and stiffness Closed–form solutions – LVFO

[100] (2013) Post–buckling behavior Rayleigh–Ritz method – LVFO

[101] (2013) Aeroelastic behaviour Rayleigh–Ritz method – LVFO

[58] (2013) Max. post–buckling performance Rayleigh–Ritz method – NVFO

[141] (2013) Impact and post–impact compression FEM – LVFO

[142] (2014) Max. buckling load FEM – LVFO

[143] (2014), Initial post–buckling response GDQ+GIQ – LVFO

[144] (2016)

[145] (2014) Max. buckling load FEM – LVFO

[64] (2014), Max. buckling load and stiffness Closed–form solutions Minimum turning radius, CIC

[146] (2015) Gaps and overlaps

[147] (2015) Max. buckling load Closed–form solutions – LVFO

[148] (2015) Buckling characteristics FEM – LVFO

[149] (2015) Thermal buckling resistance Galerkin method – LVFO

[150] (2016) Buckling behavior Ritz energy method – LVFO

[151] (2017) Post–buckling behavior GDQM – LVFO

[152] (2017) Dynamic stability Rayleigh–Ritz method Minimum turning radius LVFO

[153] (2018) Min. compliance FEM Fibre continuity, LVFO

Minimum turning radius

[47] (2018) Buckle–Free design Rayleigh–Ritz method Fibre angle deviation NVFO

Smoothness of fiber paths

[109] (2018) Max. buckling performance FEM – LVFO

[108] (2019) Post–buckling behaviour Perturbation approach – LVFO

[82] (2019) Min. compliance FEM Minimum turning radius LVFO

Smoothness of fiber paths,

[154] (2019) Min. compliance FEM Minimum turning radius LVFO

Gaps and overlaps

[87] (2019) Flutter stability IGA Minimum turning radius LVFO

[83] (2019) Min. compliance FEM Continuity of fibers, LVFO

Minimum turning radius

[155] (2019) Max. buckling load IGA Fibre continuity, LVFO

Fibre angle deviation,

Minimum turning radius

[59] (2019) Pre–stressed vibration response FEM – NVFO

[156] (2020) Snap–through behavior GDQM – NVFO
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Table 1: Continued.

Structural plate Ref. (Year) Structural objective Analysis Manufacturing constraint Reference path

& shell theory definition

FSDT [53] (2003) Min. weight FEM – BC

[157] (2011) Max. failure load Extended Galerkin method Minimum turning radius LVFO

[158] (2012) Free vibration behaviour FEM – LVFO

[159] (2012) Linear and non–linear oscillations FEM – LVFO

[102] (2013) Flexural behaviour GDQM – LVFO

[45] (2014) Buckling behaviour GDQM Fibre angle deviation LVFO

[160] (2016) Buckling behaviour FEM Minimum turning radius, LVFO

Fibre angle deviation

[161] (2017) Flexural–torsional behavior FEM – LVFO

[85] (2017) Buckling behaviour IGA Continuity of fibers LVFO

[111] (2018) Buckling behaviour Rayleigh–Ritz method – LVFO

[86] (2018) Dynamic stability IGA – LVFO

[162] (2018) Buckling behaviour IGA Minimum turning radius LVFO

[163] (2019), Stability behavior FEM – LVFO

[164] (2019)

[165] (2019) Buckling and post–buckling behaviour FEM Minimum turning radius LVFO

[72] (2019) Thermal buckling performance FEM – LSM

[166] (2019) Free vibration characteristics IGA – LVFO

[52] (2019) Linear buckling behaviour IGA Minimum turning radius LVFO

[167] (2019) Min. compliance FEM Minimum turning radius BSM

[168] (2019) Buckling behaviour Meshless method – LVFO

[169] (2020) Aeroelastic performance GDQM – LVFO

HSDT [170] (2007), Stress concentrations around cut–out, FEM (ABAQUS) Gaps and overlaps, LVFO

[171] (2008), Buckling, Ply staggering

[172] (2009) Progressive damage and failure

[68] (2008) Max. fundamental frequency FEM (ABAQUS) Minimum turning radius LVFO, GP, CIC

[173] (2010) Stress concentrations around cut–out, FEM (ABAQUS) Gaps and overlaps, LVFO

Buckling and post–buckling Ply staggering

[174] (2011) Natural frequencies and mode shapes FEM Minimum turning radius LVFO

[175] (2013) Deflection and stresses FEM Minimum turning radius LVFO

[176] (2014) Stress concentrations around cut–out, FEM (ABAQUS) – LVFO

Critical shear buckling load,

Post–buckling behaviour

[177] (2014) Static response FEM – LVFO

[178] (2014) Deflections and damage onset FEM – LVFO

[179] (2015) Max. buckling load FEM (ABAQUS) – LVFO

[180] (2015) Buckling and post–buckling behavior FEM (ABAQUS) – LVFO

[181] (2016) Strain and stress distributions FEM (ABAQUS) Minimum turning radius LVFO, GP, CIC

[182] (2016), Max. frequency, Fourier–Galerkin method Gaps and overlaps CIC

[127] (2014) Static bending & buckling behaviour

[183] (2017) Max. buckling load FEM (ABAQUS) – LVFO

[184] (2017) Max. bending–induced buckling FEM (ABAQUS) – LVFO

[79] (2017), Mechanical behaviour, FEM Gaps and overlaps, CIC

[63] (2014) Failure behavior, Ply staggering,

Minimum turning radius

[185] (2018) Free vibration characteristics FEM – LVFO

[186] (2018) Max. buckling load FEM (ABAQUS) – LVFO

[187] (2018) Max. buckling load FEM Gaps and overlaps, LVFO

Smoothness of fiber paths,

Minimum turning radius

Number of tows & tow width

[188] (2019) Snap–through & snap–back behaviors FEM (ABAQUS) – LVFO

[189] (2019) Thermo–elastic buckling behavior FEM – LVFO

[88] (2020) Dynamic instability IGA – NVFO
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Table 1: Continued.

Structural plate Ref. (Year) Structural objective Analysis Manufacturing constraint Reference path

& shell theory definition

LWT [190] (2014) Deflections and stresses distributions FEM – LVFO

[191] (2015) Free vibrational behaviour FEM – LVFO

CUF [132] (2016) Linear static response GDQM – LVFO

[192] (2017) Stress distributions FEM – LVFO

[134] (2019), Free vibration behaviour FEM – LVFO

[129] (2019)

[133] (2019) Natural frequencies GDQM – LVFO

[193] (2019) Accurate 3–D stress fields FEM – LVFO
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Figure 1: Different segments constituting a VAT composite laminated structure along with relevant

manufacturing constraints and design considerations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: a): Total number of publications and citations in the research field of modelling, design,

analysis, and manufacturing of VAT composite laminates, b): Geographical distribution of the research

works in the research field by country (data from Scopus, as of February 2021).
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Figure 3: Fundamental principle of the TFP method. Adapted with permission from Spickenheuer et

al. [194].

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Tow deformation based on embroidery TFP method; a): Ideal case, b): Real case. Adapted with

permission from Kim et al. [35].

Figure 5: Three rows of representative unit cells (RUC), while different layers are visible. All layers are

shown in the half model (detail left). The stitching yarn is shown only in this demonstration but is

considered as resin material in the simulation. On the right the RUC is graphically embedded in the textile

preform during the stitching process. Reproduced with permission from Uhlig et al. [38].
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Figure 6: Buckling modes for cylinders with stacking sequence of: a) [0/45/45/0], b) [VATs/45/45/VATs].

Adapted with permission from Almeida et al. [41].

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Fibre steering using: a) AFP based on in–plane bending deformation, b) CTS based on in–plane

shear deformation. Reproduced with permission from Kim et al. al. [14].

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Difference tow arrangement of VAT composites using ; a): AFP technique (tow–drop method),

b): CTS technique. Adapted with permission from Kim et al. [14].
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Figure 9: Thickness change of tow element owing to in–plane shear deformation based on the CTS

technique. The tow element with cross–section A–A demonstrates tow thickness before shear while B–B

demonstrates the thickness change after shear.

Figure 10: CT scan image (top and cross–section views) of a CTS–manufactured VAT composite laminate.

Reproduced with permission from Kim et al. [15].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Different definitions of reference path based on; a): Linear variation of fibre orientation, b):

Constant in–plane curvature. Reproduced from Falco et al. [63].

Figure 12: Non–linear variation of fiber orientation angles over the VAT plate domain. Reproduced from

Wu et al. [57].
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Figure 13: Conical shell geometry used for the definition of a geodesic path. Reproduced with permission

from Blom et al. [68].

(a)
(b)

Figure 14: Comparison of the definition of the fibre angle trajectory based on the geodesic path with those

based on the constant angle and constant curvature paths. a): Paths on the 3–D conical shell, b): Paths on

the flattened cone. Adapted with permission from Blom [70].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15: Possible issues by ignoring MCL.

(a) (b)

Figure 16: AFP steering path strategies; a): Parallel technique, b): Shifted technique.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17: Examples of AFP–manufactured VAT composite panels via; a): Tow–overlap technique, b):

Tow–drop technique. Adapted with permission from Lopes et al. [171].

Figure 18: Finite element mesh generation of a VAT laminate;a): Non–conforming mesh, b): Tow–drop

modeling of the fiber–free zones with structured mesh approach, c): fiber–free zones in a regular mesh

domain. Reproduced with permission from Falco et al. [63].
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(a) (b)

Figure 19: Two key approaches for cutting strategy of fibre tows; a): Single–sided strategy, b): Zipper

strategy. Adapted with permission from Mishra et al. [76].

Figure 20: Tow–drop method with different coverage parameters.
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Figure 21: a): Specimen geometry. b): Tow-drop gap defects (100% gap coverage, 0% gap coverage and

0% gap coverage with staggering). The discontinuity interface in the ply (51–39) is shown using a red line

and resin rich zones are shaded in red. c): Tow–drop specimen lay–up with and without staggering.

Reproduced with permission from Falco et al. [79].

(a) (b)

Figure 22: Optimized fiber orientation angle distributions of a VAT plate; a): before and b): after the

application of LSC method. Reproduced with permission from Demir et al. [82].
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Figure 23: Comparison of fiber path modeling for fibre–steered composite panels based on IGA and FEA.

Adapted with permission from Hao et al. [84].

Figure 24: Schematic representative of coordinate system and ply sequence of an N–layer fiber–steered

composite conical panel. Reproduced with permission from Yazdani Sarvestani et al. [128].
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Figure 25: Assembly procedure used in CUF; the FN is the core, the loops on τ and s establish the matrix

for a given pair of i and j, the loops on i and j make the matrix of the elements, and the loop on the

elements yield the global stiffness matrix.
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